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New export partnership streamlines access for British SMEs to Amazon’s global market of 285 million customers who made nearly $90 billion of
purchases in 2014

London – 17 September 2015 – Amazon today announced a new partnership with UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) designed to help small and media
sized enterprises (SMEs) increase their exports and grow their e-commerce sales. The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed today at
the GREAT Global Investment Conference 2015 in Central London.

“The global e-commerce market grew by more than 20 percent last year, underscoring the huge opportunity for businesses of all sizes to grow their
businesses by increasing their sales online and expanding to new markets,” said Catherine Raines, Chief Executive Officer of UKTI. “By working with
industry partners such as Amazon, UKTI is helping to make sure British businesses set the pace both in terms of e-commerce and exports.”

UK SMEs currently trail behind the rest of Europe in terms of exports, according to research from UKTI. Of the five million companies in the UK, only
one in five currently export – compared with one in four in France and one in three in Germany.   Meanwhile, only one in five UK SMEs currently make
sales through digital channels according to the Lloyds Bank UK Business Digital Index 2015. The agreement signed between Amazon and UKTI will
help to encourage and facilitate overseas trade for British businesses through new resources and dedicated programmes that show the simplicity of
selling through Amazon’s global e-commerce platforms.

“The digital economy is expanding rapidly around the world and is creating exciting opportunities for British companies to grow by increasing their
exports,” said Doug Gurr, VP, China Country Manager, Amazon.  “At Amazon, we have worked hard to build systems to make it as easy for companies
to sell abroad as it is for them to sell in their home market, and this new partnership with UK Trade & Investment will help UK businesses to expand
their international sales and drive cross-border trade.”
Amazon has created a suite of capabilities that help UK companies to sell their products abroad, including helping to manage currency exchange,
translation, regulatory complexity, tax and duty, marketing and global shipment and distribution.  Amazon Marketplace offers an ever-increasing
number of small and medium sized UK retailers with a shop window, with the potential to be viewed by 285 million customers around the world. In the
last 12 months, British companies including Character.com, iQualTech and The Light Factory were amongst UK businesses who collectively exported
more than £1 billion of products through Amazon Marketplace, with the number of UK businesses using the platform for exporting up by more than
90%.

David Gutfreund, Founder of The Light Factory and an Amazon Marketplace seller, commented: “Five years ago, we employed a handful of staff in a
borrowed warehouse in Salford. Now our own lighting brand Minisun is exporting light fittings and light bulbs too over 25 countries. Export revenue is
growing at 40% each quarter and will exceed £3MM over the next 12 months, and at the heart of our export drive is a partnership with Amazon whose
Marketplaces have opened the doors to hundreds of millions of customers worldwide and whose fulfillment service has provided a reliable and cost
effective pan-EU distribution.”

-Ends-

About Amazon
Amazon.com opened on the World Wide Web in July 1995. The company is guided by four principles: customer obsession rather than competitor
focus, passion for invention, commitment to operational excellence, and long-term thinking. Customer reviews, 1-Click shopping, personalized
recommendations, Prime, Fulfillment by Amazon, AWS, Kindle Direct Publishing, Kindle, Fire phone, Fire tablets, Fire TV, and Amazon Echo are some
of the products and services pioneered by Amazon.
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